These are the English language citations from the complete Paul Mattick Sr. bibliography, grouped alphabetically beginning with A and ending with LE. The numbers correspond to the citations in the full bibliography; omissions in numbering indicate a text in another language. In some cases, the same text appeared in English in several publications - we have not been able to find a way to narrow the spaces between such citations so that these references appear grouped together. Undoubtedly, there are other errors as well.

NOTE: "International Council. Correspondence," "Living Marxism," and "New Essays", were all reprinted in a collected facsimile edition by Greenwood Press in 1970 titled "New Essays". This collection should be available through an interlibrary loan from many university libraries in the United States.


Afterword to Karl Marx (q.v.) 6


Alienation, see Marxist theory


19. America on relief, by Marie Dresden Lane and Francis Steegmuller; Trends in relief expenditures, by the U.S. Works Progress Administration; and This question of relief, a Public Affairs Pamphlet; review. LIVING MARXISM 4(3):95-96, May 1938. [unsigned]


31. London: Merlin Press, 1978. [for complete contents, see citation #281, #303, #342, #343, #386, #411, #462, #474, #558, #610, #704, & #822]


34. Telos 26:57-69, Win 1975/76.


60. "Are international affiliations aimed against the I.W.W.?" Industrial Solidarity, 9 Sept. 1930


Asia drama, see Gunnar Mydal's . . .


Bolshevism and Stalinism, see Stalin, Trotsky . . .


111. Caste and class in a Southern town, by John Dollard; review. LIVING MARXISM 4(3):94-95, May 1935.

114. Challenge to Karl Marx, by John K. Turner; review. NEW ESSAYS 6(2):79-80, Fall 1942.


Comparative, see Six . . .
Comparative, see Marxism and the latest - . -
Controlling, see Planning . . .
Council, see Groups . . .
Crisis and crisis, see Economic crisis . . .
142. "Crisis and unemployment in the U.S.: Great problems face labor!" Workers Age 2(10):4, 1 Mar 1933. [not continued as indicated]
151. Death is not enough: Essays in active negation, by Michael Fraenkel; review. LIVING MARXISM 5(1):58, Spr 1940
152. The decline of American capitalism. by Lewis Corey; review F 64 (39/40), Oct. 1934
157. The defenders, by Franz Hoellering; review. LIVING MARXISM 5(3):63-64, Win 1941
158. "Deflationary inflation" pp. 27-55 in # 199-200
162. Democracy and Marxism, by H.B. Mayo; review SL, 18 Feb 1956
163. "The destruction of money" pp. 56-79, in #198-200


180. Earl Browder, communist or tool of Wall St by George Marlen; review. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(9/10):38, Oct 1937.


182. Economic aspects of the Monroe Doctrine, by T. H. Reynolds, and its companion, As our neighbors see us: Readings in the relations of the U.S. and Latin America, 1820-1940; review. LIVING MARXISM 5(3):64, Win 1941.


208. "The end of a strike!" INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(3):1-5, Mar 1937. [unsigned]
210. The end of socialism in Russia, by Max Eastman; review. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(5/6): 34-35, Jun 1937. [unsigned]
Eros, see Marx and Freud . . .
Europe's coal, see Common . . .
Farmers, see Six
233. "Fascism and the middle class", Proletarian Outlook 5(3), May 1939
234. "Fascism made in the USA;" review of The dynamics of war and revolution, by Laurence Dennis and rejoinder to Dennis' reply. LIVING MARXISM 5(3): 1-30 & 33-36, Win 1941
Folklore, see Bird
For communism, see Guy
240. Foundations of a modern world society, by Linden A. Mauder; review NEW ESSAYS 6(2): 77-78, Fall 1942
244. "From Liberalism to fascism." LIVING MARXISM 594): 6-20, Spr 1941 {signed "Luenika"]

Full employment, see Serfdom. . .


249. Industrial Worker. 1 May 1935.


265. Germany's master plan: The story of industrial offensive, by Joseph Borkin and Charles A. Welsh; review. NEW ESSAYS 6(4):80, Win 1943. [ unsigned]


293. "Guy Alfred's 'Mission' " review of his For communism: A communist manifesto defining the workers' struggle and the need for a new communist international. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 1(9):25, Jul 1935. [unsigned]


303. PP. 2-57-68, In #30-31.


316. In defense of Marxism: Against the petty-bourgeois opposition, by Leon Trotsky; review. NEW ESSAYS 6(4):80, Win 1943.

317. Industrial relations and the social order, by W. E. Moore; review. WESTERN SOCIALIST 18(158):21-22, Jan/Feb 1951

318. Industrial unionism in the American Labor movements by Theresa Wolfson and Abraham Weiss; review. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(9/10):33, Oct 1937 [unsigned]


340. pp. 66-71, in # 609


348. ""Pp. 139-55, in #30-31.


359. Der Freidenken (13/14):8, 1 Apr 1934.


381. The labor spy, by Gordon Hopkins. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(9/10):34, Oct 1937

Landlord, see Six . . .

Late capitalism, see Ernest Mandel's


Western Socialist 13(111), Jan 1946.

390. Leninism or Marxism? by Rosa Luxemburg; introduction. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 1(5): 1-5, Feb 1935. [

393. "Leon Trotsky." LIVING MARXISM 5(2):1-6, Fall 1940.


Luxemburg, see also Rosa . . .

427. "Mandel's Late capitalism, see Ernest Mandel's
Marxism and freedom, see Marxian oddity . . .
Marxist economic theory, see Mandel's economics
495. Mutual aid, by Peter Kropotkin; review. Western Socialist 23(187):7-8, Jan/Feb 1956.
500. The national debt and- government credit. by The Twentieth Century Fund; review. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(9/16).- 1, 42, Oct 1937.
508 " " The People 10, 19 May 1935.


539. "On international affiliations." Industrial Solidarity, 14 May and 21 May 1930.


Oriental despotism, see Hydraulic

554. The origin of the inequality of the social classes, by Gunnar Landtman; review. LIVING MARXISM 4(7):223, Jun 1939. [New Essays]


Policies, see New look . . .

Political economy, see New look


Power, see Uses of . . .

595. The principle of power: The great political crisis of history, by Guglmo Ferro; review. NEW ESSAYS 6(3):78-79, Spr 1943.


613. Reflection on the revolution of our times, by R. J. Laski; review. Western Socialist, pp. 7-8, Jun 1944.


635. "The role of the party: From the bottom up." Modern Socialism, pp. 14-17, Win 1941/42

Roots, see Politics of war . . .


Sane, see Fromm's


672. The silent war: The underground movement in Germany, by J. B. Jansen and Stefan Weyl; review. NEW ESSAYS 6(3): 77-78, Spr 1943.


Social origins, see Support


Some comments., see Mandel's


689. 'Spontaneity and organization.' Left 152: 121-38, Aug 1949.

690. PP. 117-37, in #30-31.

Stalin: An appraisal, see Stalin, Trotsky


700. The Stalin School of Falsification, by Leon Trotsky; review INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(9/10): 39, Oct 1937

701. "Stalin, Trotsky and Lenin:" review of Stalin; An Appraisal of the man and his influence, by Leon Trotsky Southern Socialist International Digest 29: 6-11, 7 Feb 1947


704. " " pp. 61-72 in # 30-31

705. "Stalin" Indian Sociologist 7(4), Jan 1948

709. Stalinism and Bolshevism, by Leon Trotsky; review INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(11/12): 36-40, Dec 1937

710. Stalin's frame-up system and the Moscow Trials, by Leon Trotsky; review Western Socialist 18(158): 19-20, Jan/Feb 1951

711. The state and the socialist revolution, by Julius O. Martov; review LIVING MARXISM 4(7): 220-221, Jun 1939

712. "State Capitalism and the mixed economy." pp 91-113, in # 198-200

State Capitalism in, see What kind


716 " " LIVING MARXISM 4(2): 61-62 Mar 1938


722. The structure of the Nazi economy, by MaxiNew Essays Y. Sweezy, and The social policy of Nazi Germany by C.W. Guillebaud. NEW ESSAYS 6(2):75 775 Fall 1942.


This Question, see America on relief . . .

Towards the understanding, see Revolutionary interpretation


739. The tragedy of Spain, by Rudolph Rocker; review INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 1(11/12): 21-22, Dec 1937.

Trends, see America on relief

Tropical, see Future . . .

743. "Two men in a boat, not to speak of the eight points." LIVING MARXISM 6(1): 24-79, Fall 1941.

745. "Two New Marxian quarterlies;" review of Science and Society and Marxist Quarterly. INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 3(2):32-36, Feb 1937

748. "Unemployment and crime." Industrial Worker, 14 Sep 1935.


750. Unemployment and the labor market." Industrial Worker, 6 May 1939.


Unions, see American labor


781. "The war for a better world." LIVING MARXISM 5(3):50-61, Win 1941. [signed 'Luenika']


785. "Was the Bolshevik Revolution a failure?" Modern Quarterly 11(l): 7 & 16-20, Fall 1938.


800. What communism really is. Chicago: INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE. 1934.


805. "What's behind the 'New Deal?'" INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL CORRESPONDENCE 1(3): 18-22, Dec 1934


813. "Will we have unemployment insurance?" 'Workers League News Apr 1933.


820. Workers before and after Lenin: Fifty Years of Russian labor. by Manya Gordon; review. LIVING MARXISM 6(1):79-80, Fall 1941. [signed "Luenika"]


826. The world of nations: A study of the national implications in the work of Karl Marx, by Solomon P. Bloom; review. LIVING MARXISM 5(4):64, Spr 1941.


Worldly philosophers, see How to . . .